Abstract: The postmodern human lives in a quest condition. Poetry and philosophy, as forms that integrate, shape, and deposit the sacred, are part of the instruments used by postmoderns to fulfill their need for communication and personal accomplishment. Although they use different means to construe reality, poetry and philosophy may serve a common end goal – to disclose philosophy as the art of living. As communication practice, philosophy and poetry are based on an expanded rationality involving the rational extended to the sphere of the significance and hidden sense of existence. In other words, expanded rationality presupposes cultivating a symbolic consciousness that is adequate to the daily reality of human needs. To showcase the intimate relationship between philosophical reflection and poetic creation, I provide a short presentation of the poetry belonging to a Romanian poet, Rodica Dragomir. Her poems are an example of the quest for authenticity by means of the metaphysical stirring of existence.
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Philosophy, poetry, and traces of the sacred

The contemporary human feels captive to technological development, streamlined action, secularized community life, deconstructed feelings toward others or to the surrounding world, etc. Although these bring a higher quality of life, each is perceived either as a form of alienation or as a challenge in the choice of a new mode of being in the world, as regards personal preferences and the varied options displayed by the community in which one has chosen to live. Given this background, a new culture arises, one based on the need for communication and personal achievement. The new cultural practices are most often connected to the constant cultivation of the need to appropriate a new kind of thinking. In such a context, new communication practices develop that focus on interpersonal communication, institutional communication, and communication with the natural world and various cosmic manifestations.

This has to do with a new culture of presence in the public space that does not replace religion but responds to needs that in other times belonged to religion. The potential proximity to religion, although not always relevant in gnoseological terms, may indicate a perspective from which we can view this need for authenticity in the lives, actual or envisioned, of many individuals. There is a certain sacredness promoted by postmodern man’s need for communication. In addition to communication as science, as reflection and theological practice, there is an ever-growing need for a particular existential communication. This calls for rediscovering the ultimate significance of existence and placing human relationships within the flow of an authentic being in the world. Such a quest shines a new light on contemporary culture. It presumes an opening that can be associated with nothing less then the permanent situatedness in a light that as ordinary as it is supernatural. I do not mean to imply that poetry opposes technology, but rather to highlight the need for poetry in humans already subject to technological invasion, one that has undeniable positive benefits, despite the fact that technology may also be used for undesirable purposes. Poetry joins communication practices that contemporary humans cannot elude. One may escape but cannot ignore its beneficial role in living a good life.

The most complex form of enculturated communication is philosophy. For this very reason, when I see that, in the contemporary world, meaning may be found in the field of communication, I conclude that philosophy should find its most adequate forms of expression when speaking to contemporary humanity. To meet its most important function in a communication-based society, philosophy should valorize its intrinsic potential. When we talk about a philosophical crisis we should approach it as a subject crisis. Instead of talking about the „crisis” or even „death of
philosophy,” “a more appropriate strategy ... is to be found in a
hermeneutics of narrative which seeks to provide us with an alternative
model of self-identity.”¹ Philosophy should remember, discover, and tell
its ever new story. One of the most convincing narratives about
philosophy associates it with communication, with the essential structure
of the postmodern world. This almost metaphysical reality of
communication is based on one of the essential features of postmodern
being, one that we should understand both as a communication need in a
perceived absence of communication, and as a structured construction of
communication.

As early as the 1990s, Aurel Codoban wanted to envelop us in a
mysterious discourse on philosophy as a literary genre, trying to persuade
us that mutations in philosophy force philosophy to refocus from
reflection on knowledge to analysis of language and communication. In
this context, philosophy had to give up most of the forms of expression
previously cultivated and use instead a language that was nearly literary.²
It was not a proposal to fictionalize philosophy in the context of the
“death of philosophy,” but rather the author’s belief that in the context in
which „on the philosophical sky, the subject of communication and
language are fully shining, philosophy should make an attempt to define
itself as a practice of signification, as a cultural discourse.”³ The autonomy
of philosophy is not infringed at all, neither is philosophy compelled to
give up conceptual language in favor of poetry, nor is philosophy denied
its own language. What interests us in the present situation is philosophy’s
return to decoding significance, highlighting and communicating
significance.

A more nuanced understanding of this view is possible if we
remember that Gabriel Liiceanu would connect philosophy to an essential
dimension that belongs to the human condition: the need to resort to
questions and answers that should open our access to a certain depth of
existence, of our shaping and of our mode of being in the world.⁴ To reach
such a depth, Codoban proposes the instruments of significant rationality,
which, without opposing an operational rationality, bring in a new mode
of viewing existence, knowledge, and communication. The connection
with the literary genre is not used to urge a conversion of philosophy into
literature, but as a way to guide philosophy towards a discourse reflecting
ultimate reality, making it accessible in everyday life and in a language of
the quotidian. Considering that Codoban is also a philosopher of religions⁵
trained in Mircea Eliade’s school of thought, we may note that the relation
between philosophy and literature is similar to the relationship between
religious studies and literature. Excellent analyses of such relationships
can be found in Mihaela Paraschivescu’s reflections on Eliade. We find that
in philosophy, as in religious studies, the rapport with literature also
implies a difference from it, as „literature conjures imaginary worlds with
their own laws.”⁶
Therefore, while keeping the autonomy of each creation field, the philosopher is not advancing philosophy as a substitute to religion, since he/she does not turn philosophy into literature, but practices a philosophy as a literary genre:

„Communication and linguistic thematics elicit a rather deep dimension of change so that the aesthetic proximity of philosophy to literature should not be a problem. By setting the significant as the top category of the rational, the new philosophical thematic no longer distinguishes hierarchically among knowledge and values. Moreover, philosophy is neither close to literature nor far from science in contemporary culture in terms of knowledge or value, but as practice of significance, as discourse”.7

The philosophical discourse brings, in fact, a new type of understanding rationality, an expounded rationality in which logic and abstraction are joined by the imaginary and symbolic. In this way the concern for conceptual construction aims finally to showcase significance. We should add that it is about putting humans in the light of significance. When we mention „dimension,” I think that we find the most adequate form of understanding this concept in Heidegger, who states: „the essence of Dimension is granting the interval, which means the ascension to the sky, as a descent to earth, this granting once put to light is therefore fully measurable.”8 In Aurel Codoban’s philosophy, this putting to light is the essence of communication. Starting from this point, all the other particular forms appear as a mode of encountering the fundamental form of communication, the one that puts humans in the light of significance.

Such communication practice may be identified also in the Heideggerian wish to come close to Hölderlin’s statement: „poetically lives man on earth.”9 Approaching the relation between poetry and living, Heidegger contends that the two neither overlap nor exclu each other, but „it is the poetic creation that makes living live”.10 What should the meaning of „living poetically” be? One meaning is „to position oneself in the presence of gods and live the awe in the proximity of things’ essence.”11 We mention gods in a larger context in which, for Heidegger, „Religion means, as the word says, a bonding-back to powers, forces, and laws that supersede human capability.”12 This return to significant entities and to the source of the ultimate significance is what accounts for poetry and poetic living. In this view we can understand Otto Pöggeler’s assertion that for Heidegger, poetic creation is an experience of the sacred, a human mode of encounter gods, the ground for man and gods to be what they really are.13 Poetry „is a foundation of being accomplished by means of the word.”14 Therefore the close relation with language, with living in the
language and disclosure of language as opening to dialogue. Man as dasein is thus positioned in an opening toward being and toward the communication of being.

Here it is useful to call on one of the interpretations of Heidegger’s philosophy by Babette E. Babich. This marks Heideggerian philosophy as a new beginning of thought, the thought that brings the 20th century back to reflexive forms that require philosophy to return to itself. In this inward glance, philosophy rediscovers itself, like in a mirror, in its quality of love of wisdom. However, Babich insists that we note that with Heidegger, love is no longer the type of wish defined by the word philia, but instead has the contents of love expressed by the term eros, including a special type of desire. He considers desire in the Heideggerian interpretation to be that loving of the sophon that becomes ‘philosophia’ under the pressure of Eros. On this dilemma between eros and philia, the explanation provided by Lou Marinoff seems helpful: in ancient Greek culture, eros meant not only sexuality but also all the other bodily desires. He notes that the narrowing of the general significance of the term occurs in a religious context, especially under pressure from Christianity, as a form of social behavior control. Thus, until recently, „erotic love means sexual love and implies connotations of attraction, temptation, misticism, hormones and animal magnetism.” We must have in view the special type of desire cultivated by the association with Eros. Love combined with wisdom, besides being under the protection of the fascinating mythological figure of Eros, is based on the fact that eros and philia are in a certain intimacy in the Greek language. For an adequate construction of the place and role of philosophy in comparison to other forms of symbolic expression like poetry or religion in light of the Heideggerian experience of joining philosophy with poetry, we should consider Paul Ricoeur’s reflection:

❝...the poem does not serve as an ornament to the philosophical aphorism, and that the latter does not constitute the poem’s translation. Poem and aphorism are in a mutual accord of resonance that respects their difference. To the imaginative power of thought-full poetry, the poet replies with the speculative power of poeticizing thought”❞.

There is a common horizon, in which, despite their difference, the two meet in love. As an intrinsic dimension of philosophy and poetry, the love that they share seems to be agape love. Both may use discursive practices privileging the eros or philia types of love, but their typical intimate dimension is love understood as agape. This love, close to spirituality and sacredness, reflects the dimension that philosophy and poetry provide, in the Heideggerian sense of the term “dimension” previously mentioned. This common given, however, is projected by
philosophy and poetry in various ways on the mirror of the human mind and soul.

In ancient culture, we note that philosophy was sometimes associated with a mode of life, in the sense that it was conceived to have the power to influence people’s lives, behavior, and life choices. Neither philosophy nor poetry is granted the power of influencing decisively, either negatively or positively, modern life. As we know, philosophy has lost most of this role in present societies, with a part of its attributes being taken over by religion. Religion is still a factor that influences the destiny of individuals and communities. It can shape mentalities, form worldviews, and shape human choices in various life decisions, from the scarcely spiritual to the most prosaic, as for example, influencing the orientation towards consumption and aspects of consumerist behavior. Not as competition for religion but rather as a way to reiterate one’s own identity, philosophy needs to regain the role of a way of life, as applied thought, because we can no longer ignore that “the actual subjects of philosophy stand in the explicit and articulated, reflexive bringing to actuality of the existential and historical challenges in action.”

Poetry is a source of existential significance to philosophy even today, when “more than ever, we live in a society constructed at a symbolic level with instruments of media communication.” Poetry may still be recognized as an authentic deposit of the sacred. It is true that the sacred appears ever more fragmented under the pressure of the quotidian of which it is a part. Neither the visual creation, nor media communication, nor even philosophy can provide comprehensive meaning nowadays. For this very reason, as Emmanuel Levinas suggests, we should abandon our drive to totality and totalization and fasten clearly to the infinite and to the need to make the infinite recognizable in the face of the Other. Such deep exploration that brings the other to live in our world is proposed by the poetical situating of man in the world. Viewed through a world philosophical conscience, poetry is a form of bringing together to the horizon of the encounter’s infinite significance.

**Poetry as existential dimension and practice**

Escape to the fantastic, to mystery, or to magic has become for contemporary humans a cultural instrument of escape from daily reality, an escape, however, whose ultimate purpose is to improve it. It is an attitude that both non-Western and Western humans share as a common history in which mental concern and living meet. This joint cultural attitude is even today a good locus for mediation between various options for symbolic investment. Nuanced analyses of the contemporary religious phenomenon indicate that the universe of symbolic goods has changed very little in time. What changes is either the medium of manifestation or the instruments used in specifying symbolic goods. What remains is a
natural inclination of the human being to live the sacred and the multiple metamorphoses of the imaginary or the tendency to use the symbolic inventory available.

A statement representative of the way the imaginary operates as a fundamental structure in postmodern life come from Gilbert Durand:

„Once, the big religious systems would play the role of safekeepers of symbolic regimes and mythical trends. At present, for a cultivated elite, fiction, for the masses the press, cartoons and cinema that circulate the inalienable repertoire of the whole fantastic.”

In the lucidity of Durand’s writing we should not see the existence of a crisis in contemporary humanity, neither as regards religious living nor the presence of the religious. What counts here is the fact that symbolic experience does take place, that the image world is as alive as in any other previous historical period, that the need for meaning and the fascination with significance are ways to institute authenticity, even if authors like Mircea Eliade talk about their erosion and camouflage.

In view of such a philosophy of life, the quest for and experience of authenticity is no longer merely the horizon that makes religious practices possible. Once we accept that religion is a complex cultural phenomenon, we can see that the spiritual manifestations incorporated in creations of the type listed by Gilbert Durand may be associated with a life for their authenticity.

The practices employed in seeking existential authenticity have always been influenced by mystery and magic registries, by symbolic expression in gestures and images. Poetry has always epitomized such symbolic practice. This is the reason for which I have decided to pause at the poetical writings a contemporary poet who I read with constant delight and intense intellectual joy. As I have said elsewhere, „Rodica Dragomir filters daily life through sensivity, metaphorical construction, and poetical communication.” As we can see in her various volumes and in her anthology Nomad prin lumină (Nomad through the Light), she proposes a philosophical view that joins various elements that form the human condition. This is the source of the vitality and ungraspable beauty of her poems. Man is an equally corporeal, social, and spiritual presence that carries the significance needed to find oneself. Reading Dragomir’s works, I began to consider justified the contention that a good way to look at the relation between philosophy and poetry is one that examines the dialectic of the imaginary at the intersection between the metaphorical and the metaphysical.

A metaphysical dimension of existence is brought to light by the poet in Doină (În memoria părinților mei) (Lament: In memory of my parents) where she places her nostalgia between „Just a tired body / sleeps ground-
covered” and „Your winged soul / ... a bridge to another end.” For Dragomir the feeling of finitude is merely an occasion to live the mystery of passing, of the soul’s journey to the eternal world, both in the interval between the imaginary and the eternity lived in daily life. This situating between worlds reflects an essential dimension of the human condition at the crossroads of the corporeal world and a world stripped of body and everything ephemeral.

Likewise, Doină is preceded in the volume by the poem Veșnic călător (Eternal Traveler) in which the central motif of the road (present in various forms in all of Dragomir’s books) is accompanied by the leitmotif of light that forms the foundation of her entire poetical creation. They go so far together that we lose track of the extent to which the light is an infinite road and the extent that the road arcs upward into originary light. The ardent fire of hope is what makes the road to be road and eternity to be the light that positions the poet „with Paul on the road to Damascus.” In this experience, corporeality is immortalized, finitude metamorphosed to the horizon, and the journey is an ascension. This is why the poem seems to be an initiating experience, reintegration into eternity, realigning the body as part of cosmos and restoring the soul to its luminous state. Certainly we may easily sense that in our day poetry has lost this religious function, and this is exactly why Dragomir prefers positioning in the proximity of a life philosophy in which transcending and transcendence feed on the current state of the world and on humanity’s journey through daily life. In this way poetry restores humans to cosmos and makes God vibrantly alive in full world significance. Poetry brings back into the human life the irruption, the event, the experience of the obsolete.

We may wonder: how can life subscribe to an event in a world in which human separation from the monotony of existence has disappeared? For instance, how can we have a fundamental experience, such as death, in a condition in which we „are content to know death by means of the TV screen.” Is it still possible to understand the proximity between Eros and Thanatos, life and death, in a world of happy TV viewers? A potential response may be found in the poem Întunericul, ca o boală (The Dark, as a Sickness), which ends: „On the pale moon, the shadow / of a bird rowing to the East.” Or we may respond with the lines of the poem Only the Bride and the Groom: „Somebody is gazing into my being / and is holding my disipation.”

Among the lines with the power to stir the feeling of extinction, of no return, of an exit from memory like an exit from time, we can mention: Ore fără memorie (Hours without Memory): „And the light grew old ... / The dusk stained by her tear / was hiding its shadowed face.” Impregnated by the daily image of death, Dragomir’s poetry places the joy of living, nostalgia for moments passed, and projections onto time remaining in the realm of poetical communication. Love, joy, desire, and forgetfullness are ways to make death an acceptable presence, to remove the fear of the end,
as well as to cultivate hope in a new beginning, which is always possible. This everyday apocalypse always has love as a source for continuous regeneration. Not at all accidentally, from among all of her published poems the poet proposes a selection of love poems for the second part of the volume Nomad prin lumină, entitled „Apele dorului” (The Waters of Sorrow).

The question comes to my mind: „I, death, together from beginning to the end. Which of us invented the other?,” and it seems to me that the most beautiful response I might find is in a few lines from Dragomir’s poem Cîntecul ce urcă din tăceri (The Song that Rises from Silence): „Were I to kill its flight, / its heavy ashes settling / over me. Forgotten will be the stir / of the song rising from silence, / for good my chained heart / into my depth.” Such a challenge may only lead to an acute feeling of the need to find one’s self and of the mode in which the self is constructed in relationship to things that matter.

In the process of the quest for the self, Dragomir abandons herself to nature that on the one hand it nourishes with her own body and soul, and on the other hand, it interrogates about its inner identity, its self always on the run to find authenticity. We find an illustration of this form of existential metaphysics of self-finding in the poem Hotarul (The Border): „I woke up being a pitcher / wearing in its earthen body / the night in its depth / and a glimmer of water in the light / quenching tomorrow’s thirst.”

Poetry’s philosophical dimension is related to its being a language aiming to communicate significance even when non-communicable. This is reminiscent of Ludwig Wittgenstein’s words about mysticism and silence. On the one hand, we note a dimension typical to modern poetry, the ineffable, the inexpressible, the absence and the vacuous transcendence, that the philosopher shows when he states: „Undoubtedly, there is the inexpressible. This shows itself, it is the mystic element.” And he adds a statement that reveals the apophatic nature of language: „Whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must be silent.” The capability to show itself, and to allow silence to talk, are part of poetry’s communication instruments. Furthermore, they come to support construing a vision of the world that may develop philosophy as a living mode, as a mode of being, as an experience of the sense of existence.

Thus, poetry is not only a „self-referential creation, in which the poet’s eye looks within to the dinamic of own discourse.” It is communication. It provides the fundamental structure of relations, and thus indicates as indispensable any vision of the world, life, and mode in which someone constructs his or her mechanisms of authenticity by permanently assuming them.
Instead of conclusions

Although the history of philosophy tells a more complicated story about the relationship between philosophy and poetry, or about the ultimate sense of poetry, Carlo Sini’s sentiments are especially relevant for the purpose of this article:

„I personally believe that poetry and philosophy are today side by side. Their practices remain distinct and that is good. The confusion between poetizing thought and thinking poetry, so common nowadays as a consequence of Heideggerianism, has misunderstood the core and the root of the problem. In its confusion it falls prey to that relativistic, weak, and pseudomystic nihilism it wishes to overcome. In the reconfirmed distinction between the practices of poetry and philosophy lies the possibility of a deep and parallel transformation of the subject of writing and of writing itself.”

Although it seems devoid of any semblance of the sacred, here we are in the zone of symbolic communication that is revealed by poetic and philosophical practices. Poetry is not philosophy and should not become philosophy. Philosophical poetry risks loosing both philosophy and poetry, except for the phisophical figures that have a poetic talent and poets with special philosophical sensitivity. I think we should see the relationship of philosophy and poetry merely as an encounter. A beneficial situation would be one in which philosophy is lived through poetry, and philosophy would encompass the ultimate poetic significance of existence.

This is one of the major challenges directed to use in Dragomir’s books. Were we to decipher an ars poetica concerned with the relationship between philosophy and literature, we would note that they are important in what they do, in the almost miraculous effect upon ourselve. The connection between them aims for the presence of transcendence that becomes possible by means of living the significance that communicates to us. We remember the fact that while talking about poetic experience, William S. Allen utilizes a language that could be used in the experience of the sacred. It positions us on the ground of communication and of life: „Already, even before we have begun to address it, the experience of a poem has begun to address ourselves, insofar as it has brought into question our very relation to language.” This experience in language brings about a reciprocity in which poetry and philosophy equally participate.

In Dragomir’s creation we find an organic need to communicate the ultimate significance of existence resulting in the process of human
integration in a cosmos understood as light, in the world understood as the presence of transcendence. It is about the creation of a space of encounter, in which we are alerted to the results of such encounter, as well as the encounter itself. And in this communication process it is not surprising that silence speaks, that darkness gives light, or that absence is a superior manifestation of presence.

Dragomir’s poetry is a poetry of travel and of light. In Romanian culture, we already have a thinker deemed to be the poet of light, namely the poet and philosopher Lucian Blaga. About Dragomir we could say that she is a poet of the road, of searching for the way leading to experiencing existence as light. As I have stated in my work on Dumitru Stăniloae, the theologian highlights the relationship in Romanian between the Latin word lumen, which means light, and the Romanian word lume, which means world. Such association positions poetic reflection in the primordial, the all-encompassing sacred, the proximity of the ultimate reality. In this way we can indicate once more the way in which the poet proposes a transfiguration of the world by bringing into poetic discourse the idea of presence, inner transcendence, and living the supranatural light. Man is restored to his world, reintegrated in cosmos, and brought back to his ultimate dignity in the proximity of teandric love. Thus, with Rodica Dragomir, poetry itself becomes a philosophical practice. She can join a logic of communication and of personal achievement that may be appropriated by postmodern humans. She may join the elements helping her self awareness, personal development, or articulation of a life philosophy as an „art of living.”

Scrutinized by the poetic conscience of the world, philosophy is a form of love of wisdom that brings to light the ultimate significance of existence and being. In a poetic order, philosophy is that which causes humanity and the world to exist. Philosophy is that which makes it possible for the relational subject to be. Philosophy and poetry may easily meet on the ground of a symbolic conscience of the world that interprets, construes, and communicates the ultimate significance that is relevant in daily life. Without being imitative of theology, philosophy and poetry are among specific modes of searching for the sacred. While philosophy favors communication, poetry seems to prefer experiencing. Nonetheless, it presupposes special communication forms, both at the textual level and in-depth, and by these, it partakes of the intimate structure of postmodern culture. With these diverse modes of communication we see not merely nuances but also a range of approaches to a uniquely human need: the need to live in a significant universe and to render life broadly rational.
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